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Abstract. The Minimum 2SAT-Deletion problem is to delete the
minimum number of clauses in a 2SAT instance to make it satisfiable.
It is one of the prototypes in the approximability hierarchy of minimization problems [8], and its approximability
is largely open. We prove
√
a lower approximation√ bound of 8 5 − 15 ≈ 2.88854, improving the
previous bound of 10 5 − 21 ≈ 1.36067 by Dinur and Safra [5]. For
highly restricted instances with exactly 4 occurrences of every variable
we provide a lower bound of 32 . Both inapproximability results apply to
instances with no mixed clauses (the literals in every clause are both
either negated, or unnegated).
We further prove that any k-approximation algorithm for Minimum
2
2SAT-Deletion polynomially reduces to a (2 − k+1
)-approximation algorithm for the Minimum Vertex Cover problem.
One ingredient of these improvements is our proof that for the Minimum
Vertex Cover problem restricted to graphs with a perfect matching
its threshold on polynomial time approximability is the same as for the
general Minimum Vertex Cover problem. This improves also on results
of Chen and Kanj [3].
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Introduction

The proof of the PCP Theorem and subsequent improvements in PCP constructions have led for many optimization problems to optimal bounds on their
efficient approximability (unless P = NP). However, in spite of a great deal of
efforts, for several fundamental problems the tight bound on their approximability by a polynomial time algorithm is left open, for example: Is there a polynomial time approximation algorithm for the Minimum Vertex Cover problem
?
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whose approximation factor is bounded above by a constant less than 2? Is there
a polynomial time algorithm that approximates the Minimum 2SAT-Deletion
problem to within a constant factor?
Recall that the task in the Minimum 2SAT-Deletion problem (shortly,
Min-2SAT-Deletion) is to delete the minimum number of clauses in a 2SAT
instance to make it satisfiable. The problem is important as one of the prototypes
in a complete classification of the approximability of minimization problems
derived from Boolean constraint satisfaction [8].
Currently, the best lower bound
√ on polynomial time approximability is the
same for both problems, namely 10 5−21 ≈ 1.36067, due to Dinur and Safra [5].
For the Min-2SAT-Deletion problem we can improve on this bound, even on
highly restricted instances where every variable occurs in very small number of
clauses. We show how two questions mentioned above are related to one another:
the affirmative answer to the second question would imply the affirmative answer
to the first one.
Our Results
We concentrate mainly on the Minimum Vertex Cover problem (Min-VC) on
graphs with a perfect matching (Min-VC-PM). It turns out that the problems to
solve Min-VC exactly, and to approximate Min-VC within a factor on general
graphs, reduce to the corresponding problems on graphs with a perfect matching.
In particular, the threshold on polynomial time approximability of Min-VC is
the same as for Min-VC-PM. Moreover, we observe that the NP-hard gap results
of Dinur and Safra [5] for Min-VC apply to Min-VC-PM as well. Using this fact
and the powerful reduction from Min-VC-PM to Min-2SAT-Deletion we can
improve inapproximability results for Min-2SAT-Deletion. We prove that it
is NP-hard√to approximate Min-2SAT-Deletion to within any constant factor
less than 8 5 − 15 ≈ 2.88854. We provide interesting lower bound also for small
occurrence instances: it is NP-hard to approximate Min-2SAT-Deletion to
within any constant factor less than 32 on instances with exactly 4 occurrences
of every variable. Both inapproximability results apply to instances with no
mixed clauses (i.e., only clauses x ∨ y, x ∨ y, with x and y distinct variables, are
allowed).
We further prove that the existence of a polynomial time approximation
algorithm for Min-2SAT-Deletion with a constant factor k, k ∈ (1, ∞), would
2
imply the existence of a polynomial time (2 − k+1
)-approximation algorithm for
³
´
log n
Min-VC. Even slight improvement to o log log n of the approximation factor
for Min-2SAT-Deletion
will improve
on currently the best polynomial time
´
³
log n
for
Min-VC
([1], [12]). Moreover, we observe
approximation factor 2 − log
2 log n
that the existence of an algorithm for Max-2SAT that for some t > 12 for every
instance finds an assignment satisfying at least a fraction (1 − O(εt )) of clauses,
assuming that optimal assignment satisfies a fraction (1−ε) of them, will improve
on known results for Min-VC in sparse graphs.

Preliminaries
Let us start with the formulation of problems we will deal with and some known
results about them.
Definition 1. Consider a set of clauses C1 , C2 , . . . , CN with each clause Ci
of the form l1 ∨ l2 and nonnegative weights wi . Each literal lj is either one of
Boolean variables x1 , x2 ,. . . , xn , or its negation. A common variant of the above
is that all weights are the same but clauses can be repeated. The goal of the Max2SAT problem is to assign Boolean values 0 and 1 to variables x1 , x2 ,. . . , xn so
that the total weight of the satisfied clauses is maximized. For the complementary
problem of minimum unsatisfiability, Min-2SAT-Deletion (called also Min2CNF-Deletion by some authors), the goal is to minimize the total weight of
unsatisfied clauses over all assignments.
While Max-2SAT is approximable within 1.0638 [11] and it is NP-hard to
approximate within 1.0476 [6], the approximability of the Min-2SAT-Deletion
problem is still widely open problem. The problem is known to be approximable
in polynomial time to within polylogarithmic factor O(log n log log n) (Klein
et al. [9]) and, on the other hand, to be NP-hard to approximate to within
1.36067 [5].
Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph. For a set of vertices U ⊆ V , let Γ (U ) :=
{v ∈ V : ∃u ∈ U such that {u, v} ∈ E} stand for the set of its neighbors, and
G[U ] denote the subgraph of G induced by U .
Minimum Vertex Cover
Instance: A simple graph G = (V, E).
Feasible solution: A vertex cover C for G, i.e., a subset C ⊆ V such that for each
e ∈ E, e ∩ C 6= ∅.
Objective function: The cardinality |C| of the vertex cover C.
Let vc(G) stand for the cardinality of the minimum vertex cover for G. Similarly, a half-integral vertex cover for G = (V, E) is a function x : V → {0, 21 , 1}
satisfying edge constraints x(u) + x(v) ≥ 1 for each edge {u, v} ∈ E. Let vc∗ (G)
stand for the cardinality P
of the minimum half-integral vertex cover for G, i.e.,
the minimum of w(x) := u∈V x(u) over all half-integral vertex covers x.
Clearly, vc∗ (G) ≤ vc(G), as for any vertex cover C its indicator function xC
is also a half-integral vertex cover with w(xC ) = |C|. Further, vc∗ (G) ≤ 12 |V |,
as the function x ≡ 12 on V is always the half-integral vertex cover for G.
The following theorem of Nemhauser and Trotter [13] is of great importance
for many problems related to Min-VC problems. It allows to reduce the problem
to instances, where the value of a minimum vertex cover is at least 21 |V |.
Nemhauser-Trotter Theorem (NT-Theorem). There exists a polynomial
time algorithm that partitions the vertex set V of any graph G into three subsets
V0 , V1 , V 12 with no edges between V0 and V 12 or within V0 such that
(i) vc(G[V 12 ]) ≥ vc∗ (G[V 12 ]) = 12 |V 12 |; and

(ii) there exists some minimum vertex cover C for G such that V1 ⊆ C ⊆ V1 ∪V 12
and C ∩ V 21 is a minimum vertex cover for G[V 12 ].
In what follows we define for a graph G its bipartite version Gb and observe
that the minimum half-integral vertex covers for G are generated by minimum
vertex covers for the corresponding bipartite graph Gb .
Definition 2. For a graph G = (V, E) we define its bipartite version Gb =
(V b , E b ), as follows: there are two copies uL and uR of each vertex u ∈ V in
Gb , V L := {uL : u ∈ V }, V R := {uR : u ∈ V }, and V b := V L ∪ V R . Each edge
{u, v} ∈ E of G creates two edges in Gb , namely {uL , v R } and {v L , uR }. Hence
E b := {{uL , v R }, {v L , uR } : {u, v} ∈ E}. For U ⊆ V we use also U L , U R , and
U b := U L ∪ U R for the corresponding sets of vertices.
For any set C ⊆ V L ∪ V R we associate a map xC : V → {0, 21 , 1} in the
following way: xC (u) = 21 |C ∩ {uL , uR }| for any u ∈ V . Clearly w(xC ) = 12 |C|
for any C ⊆ V L ∪ V R .
Lemma 1. (i) If C is a vertex cover for Gb then xC is a half-integral vertex
cover for G of weight 12 |C|. In particular, vc∗ (G) ≤ 12 vc(Gb ).
(ii) If x : V → {0, 21 , 1} is a half-integral vertex cover for G then there is a vertex
cover C for Gb such that xC = x. Hence 21 vc(Gb ) ≤ vc∗ (G).
(iii) vc∗ (G) = 12 vc(Gb )
Proof. (i) being obvious, it is sufficient to show (ii) and the rest will trivially
follow. Given x : V → {0, 12 , 1} as required, let Vix := {u ∈ V : x(u) = i} for
i ∈ {0, 12 , 1}. Obviously, there are no edges between V0x and V 1x or within V0x . It
S
S 2
follows that a set C defined by C := u∈V x {uL , uR } ∪ u∈V x {uL } is a vertex
1

cover for Gb such that xC = x.
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Min-VC for Graphs with Perfect Matching

This section concentrates on the Minimum Vertex Cover problem on graphs
with a perfect matching. We will show that the problems to solve Min-VC
exactly and to approximate Min-VC to within a factor in general graphs reduce
to the corresponding Min-VC problems on graphs with a perfect matching.
e = (Ve , E)
e be a 2-padding of G
Definition 3. Given a graph G = (V, E), let G
b
e
with the same vertex set as G (Definition 2), i.e., V = V b and
e = E b ∪ {{uL , v L }, {uR , v R } : {u, v} ∈ E}.
E
Theorem 1. The threshold on polynomial time approximability of the Min-VC
problem is the same as the one for the Min-VC-PM problem.

Proof. Nemhauser-Trotter Theorem reduces the Min-VC problem for
G = (V, E) in approximation preserving way to its induced subgraph G[V 12 ]
with the property vc(G[V 12 ]) ≥ vc∗ (G[V 21 ]) = 12 |V 12 |.
e be a 2-padding of G. Obviously if C ⊆ V is a vertex cover in G
Let G
e := ∪u∈C {uL , uR } is a vertex cover in a G.
e Moreover, every minimal (on
then C
e is of the form above for some vertex cover C of G.
inclusion) vertex cover of G
Using Lemma 1(iii) and König-Egerváry Theorem (see, e.g., [14]) the fact
vc∗ (G[V 12 ]) = 12 |V 12 | applied to G[V 12 ] implies that (G[V 12 ])b has a perfect match^
1 ] has a perfect matching. But problems
ing, which in turn implies that G[V
2

^
1 ] are essentially equivalent. Hence the Min-VC
Min-VC for G[V 12 ] and G[V
2
problem reduces to the Min-VC-PM problem.
u
t
We can show explicitly that the NP-hard gap result of Dinur and Safra [5]
applies to the Min-VC-PM problem as well. As their construction is rather involved, we don’t reproduce it and refer the reader to [5] for more details. Consider
one of weighted graphs they generate, then there is clearly a perfect matching
within every long-code block by connecting each subset to its complement. However, after standard multiplication the vertices according to (positive rational)
weights to get the unweighted version of their NP-hard gap result, such matching
is no longer perfect. The question of whether there is a perfect matching in this
graph reduces to the one of whether there is a perfect matching in the Kneser
graph, the main building block of their construction. But it is well known even
for every connected vertex transitive graph that it has a perfect matching if it
has even number of vertices, and it has a nearly perfect matching if the number of vertices is odd (see [10]). Therefore their NP-hard gap result applies to
Min-VC-PM as well. It can be stated as follows
√

3− 5
Theorem© 2. (Dinur and
ª Safra) Let p, q be constants such that 2 > p >
2
3
4
q > max p , 4p − 3p . It is NP-hard for graphs G = (V, E) with a perfect
matching to distinguish between the following two cases: vc(G) < (1 − p)|V |, or
vc(G) > (1 − q)|V |.

The Theorem 1 is true for general graphs, or for any class G of graphs that is
closed on operation of taking a 2-padding of an induced subgraph. If the class G
of graphs does not have this property, but
of
© it is at least closed on the operation ª
taking an
induced
subgraph
(e.g.,
G
=
graphs
with
the
maximum
degree
≤
B
,
©
ª
or G = everywhere B-sparse graphs, for some constant B ), we can conclude
that Min-VC restricted to G is as hard to approximate as Min-VC restricted
to G 0 , where G 0 consists of graphs G = (V, E) from G with vc∗ (G) = 21 |V |. In
such classes G we do not know if Min-VC-PM is as hard to approximate as
Min-VC, or easier.

3

Application to 2SAT Problems

In what follows we relate the Minimum Vertex Cover problem to Max2SAT and similar problems. Similarly as in [3] we use the following reduction
from Min-VC-PM to Max-2SAT.
2SAT-construction. Let G = (V, E) be an instance of Min-VC-PM and let
M be a fixed perfect matching in G. Define an instance F(G, M ) of 2SAT as
follows: the Boolean variable set XV := {xu : u ∈ V } and
[
[
{(xu ∨ xv )}.
{(xu ∨ xv )} ∪
F(G, M ) =
{u,v}∈E

{u,v}∈M

Hence F(G, M ) consists of N := |E| + 21 |V | clauses. All the clauses have exactly
2 (different) literals and are non-mixed, i.e., none of the clauses has both negated
and unnegated literals. This variant of 2SAT is sometimes referred to as E2-NMSAT (NM stands for non-mixed clauses). Obviously the instance F := F(G, M )
of E2-NM-SAT defined above has three additional properties:
(P1) clauses are not repeated,
(P2) each variable appears exactly once as negated; and
(P3) if (a ∨ b) ∈ F for variables a and b, then (a ∨ b) ∈ F as well.
Let unsat(σ) be the number of clauses of F(G, M ) that are unsatisfied by an
assignment σ : XV → {0, 1}, and OPT(F(G, M )) be the minimum of unsat(σ)
over all assignments σ : XV → {0, 1}. Then the following lemma holds
Lemma 2. Let M be a perfect matching in a graph G = (V, E) and the collection
of clauses F(G, M ) of Boolean variables XV be according to the construction
above. Then
(i) OPT(F(G, M )) = vc(G) − 12 |V |,
(ii) From any assignment σ : XV → {0, 1} a vertex cover C for G of cardinality
at most ( 12 |V | + unsat(σ)) can be constructed in time O(|E|).
Proof. If C is a vertex cover in G, let σC : XV → {0, 1} denote the following assignment: σC (xu ) = 1 iff u ∈ C. The fact that C was a vertex cover means exactly
that all clauses with unnegated variables are satisfied by σC . Such assignment to
variables will be called standard. Clearly, standard assignments σ : XV → {0, 1}
are in one-to-one correspondence with vertex covers in G.
It is clear that for a standard assignment σC , the edges in a perfect matching M are partitioned into two sets M1 and M2 such that each edge {u, v} in
Mi has exactly i endpoints in C, i = 1, 2. Thus |C| = |M1 | + 2 · |M2 |, and
clearly unsat(σC ) = |M2 | = |C| − (|M1 | + |M2 |) = |C| − 21 |V |. Consequently,
OPT(F(G, M )) ≤ vc(G) − 21 |V |.
Let now an assignment σ : XV → {0, 1} be given. We can modify σ (in
time O(|E|)) to the standard assignment σC such that unsat(σC ) ≤ unsat(σ). In

another words, we can provide in time O(|E|) a vertex cover C with unsat(σC ) =
|C| − 12 |V | ≤ unsat(σ).
We will process edges {u, v} ∈ E, one after another, as follows: If σ(xu ) =
σ(xv ) = 0 for an edge {u, v} ∈ E, then we modify σ at exactly one endpoint
of {u, v}, say u, setting σ(xu ) = 1 instead. This change does not increase the
value unsat(σ): the unsatisfied clause (xu ∨ xv ) becomes satisfied, and at most
one satisfied clause can become unsatisfied, namely the one containing the literal
xu . Having this done, one after another, for all edges {u, v} ∈ E, the resulting
assignment will be standard, hence of the form σC for a vertex cover C of G,
and unsat(σC ) ≤ unsat(σ).
In particular, it follows (taking σ with unsat(σ) = OPT(F(G, M )) that
vc(G) − 12 |V | = OPT(F(G, M )).
u
t
Using the 2SAT-construction above from Min-VC-PM to special instances
of Min-2SAT-Deletion we can obtain from Theorem 2
√
©
3− 5
Theorem
3.
Let
p,
q
be
constants
such
that
> p > q > max p2 , 4p3 −
2
ª
3p4 . It is NP-hard for instances F of Min-2SAT-Deletion to distinguish between two cases: OPT(F) < ( 21 − p)|X| or OPT(F) > ( 12 − q)|X|, where X is
the set of Boolean variables of F. Consequently, it is NP-hard to approximate
the Min-2SAT-Deletion
problem to within any constant approximation fac√
tor smaller than 8 5 − 15 ≈ 2.88854. The same NP-hardness result applies to
instances with no mixed clauses, and satisfying conditions (P1)–(P3).
Proof. The (( 12 −p)|X|, ( 12 −q)|X|)-gap result follows directly from the reduction
G 7→ F (G, M ) using Theorem 1 and Lemma 2. Hence inapproximability to
1−2q
within 1−2p
follows, for any p, q satisfying our assumptions. Notice that for
©
ª
p ∈ ( 13 , 1), max p2 , 4p3 − 3p4 = 4p3 − 3p4 , and as q can approach 4p3 − 3p4
√
√
1−2q
(from above) and p can approach 3−2 5 (from below), 1−2p
can approach 8 5−15
(from below). Hence NP-hardness
to approximate the problem to within any
√
constant factor smaller than 8 5 − 15 follows.
u
t
Assume now that we have an approximation algorithm A for the Min-2SATDeletion problem. The above polynomial time 2SAT-construction suggests an
approximation algorithm (based on A ) for Min-VC-PM and, consequently, for
the Min-VC problem.
Theorem 4. Given an algorithm that approximates the solution of the Min2SAT-Deletion problem within approximation factor f (n, N ) ≥ 1 on instances
with n variables and N clauses, all non-mixed and satisfying (P1)–(P3). (Here
f : N 2+ → h1, ∞) is a function separately nondecreasing in every variable.) It can
be reduced to the one that approximates Min-VC-PM (respectively, Min-VC)
2
on instances with n vertices and m edges within 2 − f (n,m+
n
)+1 (respectively,
2−

2
f (2n,4m+n)+1 ).

2

Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with n := |V | and m := |E|. We can assume
e 1 ], that
that G has a perfect matching. Otherwise we can work with a graph G[V
2

is a graph with n0 ≤ 2n vertices, m0 ≤ 4m edges, and with a perfect matching.
Let A be an f -approximation algorithm for Min-2SAT-Deletion, and consider
the following algorithm:
Step 1: Construct a perfect matching M in G,
Step 2: construct the corresponding instance F(G, M ) of the Min-2SAT-Deletion problem, with n variables and N := m + n2 clauses,
Step 3: applying the algorithm A to F(G, M ) construct an assignment σ :
XV → {0, 1} that approximates the optimal solution for F(G, M ) within
f := f (n, N ),
Step 4: construct a vertex cover C in G of cardinality at most ( 12 |V |+unsat(σ)),
according to Lemma 2,
Step 5: return a vertex cover C of G.
Our aim is to show that the algorithm returns a vertex cover C of G, with
2
the property |C| ≤ vc(G) · (2 − f +1
). The assumptions on A guarantee that the
assignment σ provided in Step 3 satisfies
unsat(σ) ≤ OPT(F(G, M )) · f.

(1)

If unsat(σ) ≥ 21 |V |, we conclude from (1) and from Lemma 2 that
vc(G) =
As clearly |C| ≤ |V |,
If unsat(σ) =

1
2 |V

1
1
1 |V |
|V | + OPT(F(G, M )) ≥ |V | +
.
2
2
2 f

|C|
vc(G)

≤2−

2
f +1

easily follows.

| · t for t ∈ h0, 1i, we conclude similarly that
vc(G) ≥

1
1
t
|V | + |V | ,
2
2
f

but now we use better estimate on |C| from Step 4, |C| ≤ 12 |V | + 21 |V |t. Hence
(1 + t)f
|C|
1+t
≤
=
.
vc(G)
f +t
1 + ft
The right hand side as a function of t ∈ h0, 1i achieves its maximum at t = 1
(we use that f ≥ 1 for this argument), hence
|C|
2f
2
≤
=2−
.
vc(G)
f +1
f +1

u
t

Corollary 1. To approximate Min-2SAT-Deletion within a constant k is at
least as difficult (up to polynomial reduction between problems) as to approximate
2
Min-VC within a factor 2 − k+1
.

If we apply Theorem 4 to the O(log n log log n)-approximation algorithm
given for Min-2SAT-Deletion by Klein et al. [9], we obtain an algorithm for
1
Min-VC with the approximation factor (2 − c log n log
log n ). An improvement to
³
´
log n
o log log n of the above factor for Min-2SAT-Deletion (at least on instances
with non-mixed clauses, satisfying (P1)–(P3)) would improve on currently the
log n
best polynomial time approximation factor (2 − log
2 log n ) for the Min-VC problem.
Theorem 4 and its proof can be modified also to situations when the quality
of approximation of the algorithm A for Min-2SAT-Deletion is measured in
different parameters. Consider an algorithm A for Min-2SAT-Deletion that
is robust on almost-satisfiable instances. That means, for an instance F of Min2SAT-Deletion, whose optimum assignment leaves only ε fraction of clauses
unsatisfied, A finds an assignment that leaves at most g(ε) fraction of clauses of
F unsatisfied, where g : h0, 1i → h0, 1i is a function with limε→0 g(ε) = g(0) = 0.
Zwick’s efficient algorithm [15] has this robustness property with g(ε) =
5ε1/3 . An interesting question is whether such algorithms exist with g(ε) =
o(ε1/2 ), and if yes, how far one can go beyond this bound. One can easily check
(along the lines of the proof of Theorem 4) that any robust algorithm with
g(ε) = O(εt ), t ∈ (0, 1i, gives us an (2 − c · (1 + d)1−1/t )-approximation algorithm
for Min-VC-PM on graphs with average degree d := 2|E|
|V | (here c ∈ (0, 1) is
1
an absolute constant). For any t > 2 the existence of a robust algorithm with
g(ε) = O(εt ) would significantly improve (for large d) on currently the best
5
approximation factor (2 − 2d+3
) on polynomial time approximation for MinVC-PM on graphs with average degree d [7].
3.1

Bounded Occurrence Instances of 2SAT Problems

One can obtain inapproximability results also for bounded occurrence instances
of Min-2SAT-Deletion using inapproximability results for Min-VC on bounded degree graphs. We will show that on an example of cubic graphs. One can
check that instances produced in [4] to achieve the inapproximability results for
the Min-VC problem in cubic graphs, have a perfect matching. It is proven
there that it is NP-hard for a cubic graph G with n vertices and having a
perfect matching to distinguish the case vc(G) < ( 12 + 2δ + ε)n from the case
vc(G) > ( 12 + 3δ − ε)n where δ > 0 is a positive constant related to parameters
of an amplifier used in the construction, and ε ∈ (0, 2δ ) can be arbitrarily small
independently of δ. The instance F(G, M ) that corresponds to such G (and an
arbitrary matching M in G) has n variables, 2n clauses (all non-mixed and satisfying (P1)–(P3)) with exactly 4 occurrences of each variable. Due to Lemma 2,
the corresponding NP-hard problem is to distinguish OPT(F(G, M )) < (2δ+ε)n
from OPT(F(G, M )) > (3δ − ε)n. We have just proved
Theorem 5. It is NP-hard to approximate the Min-2SAT-Deletion problem
to within any constant approximation factor smaller than 23 on instances with

exactly 4 occurrences of each variable, no mixed clauses, and satisfying conditions
(P1)–(P3).
In this way one can derive inapproximability results also for the complementary Max-2SAT satisfiability problem with exactly four occurrence of each
variable. The corresponding NP-hard problem is to decide whether the optimum
is greater than (2 − 2δ − ε)n, or less than (2 − 3δ + ε)n. Now the inapprox2−2δ
imability factor ≈ 2−3δ
depends crucially on parameters of an amplifier (hidden
in δ) used in that hardness result for cubic graphs. From estimates of [4], the
1
inapproximability to within 1 + 385
follows. It is worse than the recent hardness
1
factor 1 + 268 obtained for this problem in [2], but on the other hand, it applies
to instances with no mixed clauses.
Concluding Remarks
It has been conjectured by several authors that it is NP-hard to approximate
Min-VC within any constant factor smaller than 2. By Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 this would imply also NP-hardness of approximating Min-2SAT-Deletion within any constant factor. We think that the latter problem is significantly easier than the former one. The methods used in this paper show that
in order to prove NP-hardness to approximate Min-2SAT-Deletion within
(any fixed constant) k, it suffices to provide instances G = (V, E) with a perfect matching for which it is NP-hard to distinguish vc(G) < 12 |V | + ε(G) from
vc(G) > 12 |V | + k · ε(G), for some efficiently computable function ε = ε(G) > 0.
On the other hand, the problem Min-VC requires to show, for arbitrarily small
constant ² > 0, NP-hardness to distinguish instances with vc(G) < ( 21 + ε)|V |
from those with vc(G) > (1 − ε)|V |.
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